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Workshop Assessment
EIC Workshop – Promoting Collaboration on the 
Electron-Ion Collider – exactly what we needed now!
• DOE solicited international input and participation in 

the project and research program
• EIC project presented project plans, opportunities for 

engagement, and promoted partnership
• Accelerator community presented capabilities, 

experience, and interests

A major step forward on the path to cooperation and 
collaboration on building the EIC – Thank You!
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EIC CD-0, Site Selection, Project Team Formation in FY20
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The EIC will be located at BNL and with 
TJNAF as a major partner.  The realization of 
the EIC will be accomplished over the next 
decade at an estimated cost between $1.6 
and $2.6 billion. 

Utilize existing operational hadron collider; 
add electron storage ring, cooling in existing 
RHIC tunnel and electron injector.

The EIC’s high luminosity and highly 
polarized beams will push the frontiers 
of accelerator science and technology 
and provide unprecedented insights into the 
building blocks and forces that hold atomic 
nuclei together.

Working towards CD-1 in Q3 FY 2021
The EIC will be a game-changing resource for the international nuclear physics 
community. DOE looks forward to engaging with  the international community and the 
international funding agencies about potential collaborations and contributions to the EIC 
effort, in nuclear, accelerator and computer science.

EIC scope includes the machine upgrade to RHIC asset and 
two interactions regions with one of the interaction 
regions outfitted with a major detector.

FY2020 $1M TEC, $10M OPC
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Outlook
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The EIC is off to a good start, and it is moving out “smartly”

The science of the EIC is quite simply compelling, and the 
opportunities for tech development in a number of areas 
are quite exciting

The DOE vision for the EIC is that it should be a facility for 
the world and fully international in character

International input and participation in the project and 
research program are solicited



EIC Partnership Goals
• Prospects for significant international and domestic partners considered in 

planning the project

• Promoting a culture of interdisciplinary and multi-institutional collaboration for 
both the accelerator and experimental program

• Accelerator Partnership Activities
• Workshop – Promoting Collaboration on the Electron-Ion Collider 

• Detector Partnership Activities 
• Call for Expressions of Interest (EoI) for potential cooperation on EIC experimental 

equipment was released in May: https://www.bnl.gov/eic/EOI.php. 

• Bi-lateral meetings with potential partners underway to discuss 
opportunities in the accelerator and experimental areas

• DOE Office of Nuclear Physics organizing regular meetings with 
international funding agencies
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Schedule
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EIC Collaboration Path Forward
Priorities for the Next Six Months

• DOE Critical Decision 1 (CD-1), Conceptual Design Report 
and Preliminary Baseline (March 2021)

• Bi-lateral discussion between the EIC project team and 
partners with the goal of aligning collaboration interests

Before CD-2, Project Performance Baseline

• Collaborate on R&D, the preliminary design, and 
preparation of the project performance baseline

• Execute agreements clarifying engagement and 
expectations
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